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The Organization node establishes ownership of the projects and folders underneath it in the
Google Cloud Platform resource hierarchy
 (https://cloud.google.com/resource-
manager/docs/overview#cloud_platform_resource_hierarchy_and_iam_policy_hierarchy)

. Your G Suite or Cloud Identity account is associated with exactly one Organization node. Each
G Suite or Cloud Identity account is also associated with a single domain, such as example.com.

It's best to use folders under one Organization node for most use cases. If you want to maintain
sub-organizations or departments within your company as isolated entities with no central
administration, you can set up multiple G Suite or Cloud Identity accounts. Each account will
come with a single Organization node associated with one domain.

E�ects of using multiple Organization nodes

Use multiple Organization nodes when you don't want users from one G Suite or Cloud Identity
account to access resources created by users from another G Suite or Cloud Identity account.
Separating resources into multiple Organization nodes comes with several consequences:

By default, no single user will have central visibility and control over all resources.

Policies that are common across sub-organizations will need to be replicated on each
Organization node.

Moving projects and folders from one Organization node to another is not a self-serve
operation, and will require a support request.

Each Organization node requires a G Suite account. Operating multiple Organization
nodes therefore requires multiple G Suite accounts and the ability to manage identities
across them.

Using a single Organization node

 (https://cloud.google.com/products/security/)

 (https://cloud.google.com/resource-manager/)

 (https://cloud.google.com/resource-manager/docs/)

Managing Multiple Organizations
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Most organizations that want to maintain separate sub-organizations can do so using a single
Organization node and folders. If you have a single G Suite account, this account maps to the
Organization node, and sub-organizations map to folders.

Choose an organization administrator

Choose one or more users to act as the Cloud IAM organization administrator for the
Organization node.

To add an Organization admin:

1. Sign in to the Google Cloud Console as a G Suite or Cloud Identity super administrator and navigate
to the IAM & Admin page:

OPEN THE IAM & ADMIN PAGE (HTTPS://CONSOLE.CLOUD.GOOGLE.COM/IAM-ADMIN)

2. Select the organization you want to edit:

a. Click the project drop-down list at the top of the page.

b. In the Select from dialog, click the organization drop-down list, and select the organization to
which you want to add an Organization admin.

c. On the list that appears, click the organization to open its IAM Permissions page.

3. Click Add, and then enter the email address of one or more users you want to set as organization
administrators.

4. In the Select a role drop-down list, select Resource Manager > Organization Administrator, and
then click Save.

The Organization admin can do the following:

Take full control of the organization. Separation of responsibilities between G Suite or Cloud
Identity super administrator and Google Cloud administrator is established.

Delegate responsibility over critical functions by assigning the relevant Cloud IAM roles.

Create folders for sub-organizations

Create a folder under the Organization node for each sub-organization.

To create folders, you must have the Folder Admin or Folder Creator role at the parent level. For
example, to create folders at the Organization level, you must have one of these roles at the

CONSOLE

https://console.cloud.google.com/iam-admin
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Organization level.

As part of creating a folder, you must assign it a name. Folder names must meet the following
requirements:

The name may contain letters, digits, spaces, hyphens and underscores.

The folder's display name must start and end with a letter or digit.

The name must be 30 characters or less.

The name must be distinct from all other folders that share its parent.

To create a folder:

Folders can be created in the UI using the "Manage Projects and Folders" section.

1. Go to the Manage resources page in the Cloud Console:

OPEN THE MANAGE RESOURCES PAGE (HTTPS://CONSOLE.CLOUD.GOOGLE.COM/CLOUD-RESOUR

2. Make sure that your organization name is selected in the organization drop-down list at the top of
the page.

3. Click Create folder.

4. In the Folder name box, enter your new folder's name.

5. Under Destination, click Browse, then select the organization node or folder under which you want
to create your new folder.

a. Click Create.

Grant folder administrator roles

For each sub-organization folder you create, grant one or more users the Folder Admin role.
These users will have administrative control over the folder and the sub-organization it
represents.

To con�gure access to folders, you must have the Folder IAM Administrator or Folder Admin
role at the parent level.

CONSOLE GCLOUD API

https://console.cloud.google.com/cloud-resource-manager
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1. In the Google Cloud Console, open the Manage Resources page.

OPEN THE MANAGE RESOURCES PAGE (HTTPS://CONSOLE.CLOUD.GOOGLE.COM/CLOUD-RESOUR

2. Click the Organization drop-down list in the upper left and then select your organization.

3. Select the checkbox next to the project for which you want to change permissions.

4. On the right side Info panel, under Permissions, enter the email addresses of the members you
want to add.

5. In the Select a role drop-down list, select the role you want to grant to those members.

CONSOLE GCLOUD API

https://console.cloud.google.com/cloud-resource-manager
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6. Click Add. A noti�cation appears to con�rm the addition or update of the members' new role.

Restricting sub-organization roles
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Each Folder Admin can restrict the Project Creator role to members of its sub-organization.
They can remove the domain from the Project Creator role in the Organization node's IAM
policy as well.

G Suite super administrators have irrevocable organization administrator privileges. These
super admins typically manage the identities and identity policies, rather than managing
Google Cloud resources and resource policies.

To remove the roles assigned to users by default using the Google Cloud Console:

1. Go to the Manage resources page in the Cloud Console:

OPEN THE MANAGE RESOURCES PAGE (HTTPS://CONSOLE.CLOUD.GOOGLE.COM/CLOUD-RESOUR

2. Click the Organization drop-down list at the top of the page and then select your organization.

3. Select the check box for the Organization resource for which you want to change permissions. If
you do not have a Folder resource, the Organization resource will not be visible. To continue, see the
instructions for revoking roles through the Cloud IAM
 (https://cloud.google.com/iam/docs/granting-changing-revoking-access#revoke_access) page.

4. On the right side panel, under Permissions, click to expand the role from which you want to remove
users.

5. Under the expanded role list, next to the member you want to remove from the role, click remove. 

6. On the Remove member? dialog that appears, click Remove to con�rm removing the role from the
speci�ed member.

7. Repeat the above two steps for each role you want to remove.

Example

The diagram below illustrates an organization that has used folders to separate two
departments. The heads of the engineering and �nance departments have administrative

CONSOLE
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control, and other users are prevented from creating projects.

Using multiple Organization nodes

If your organization has multiple G Suite accounts, you will have multiple Organization nodes
by default. To maintain central visibility and control, you should choose one Organization node
to be the master Organization node. The super administrators of the G Suite account
associated with your master Organization node will have administrative control over all
resources, including those created by users from the other G Suite accounts. Users from those
G Suite accounts will be granted access to a folder under the master Organization node, in
which they will be able to create projects.
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Choose an organization administrator

Choose one or more users to act as the Cloud IAM organization administrator for the
Organization node.

To add an Organization admin:

1. Sign in to the Google Cloud Console as a G Suite or Cloud Identity super administrator and navigate
to the IAM & Admin page:

OPEN THE IAM & ADMIN PAGE (HTTPS://CONSOLE.CLOUD.GOOGLE.COM/IAM-ADMIN)

2. Select the organization you want to edit:

a. Click the project drop-down list at the top of the page.

b. In the Select from dialog, click the organization drop-down list, and select the organization to
which you want to add an Organization admin.

c. On the list that appears, click the organization to open its IAM Permissions page.

3. Click Add, and then enter the email address of one or more users you want to set as organization
administrators.

4. In the Select a role drop-down list, select Resource Manager > Organization Administrator, and
then click Save.

The Organization admin can do the following:

Take full control of the organization. Separation of responsibilities between G Suite or Cloud
Identity super administrator and Google Cloud administrator is established.

Delegate responsibility over critical functions by assigning the relevant Cloud IAM roles.

Remove Project Creator role

Remove the Project Creator role from the Organization node to ensure that resources are not
created in the other Organization nodes.

To remove the roles assigned to users by default using the Google Cloud Console:

1. Go to the Manage resources page in the Cloud Console:

CONSOLE

CONSOLE

https://console.cloud.google.com/iam-admin
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OPEN THE MANAGE RESOURCES PAGE (HTTPS://CONSOLE.CLOUD.GOOGLE.COM/CLOUD-RESOUR

2. Click the Organization drop-down list at the top of the page and then select your organization.

3. Select the check box for the Organization resource for which you want to change permissions. If
you do not have a Folder resource, the Organization resource will not be visible. To continue, see the
instructions for revoking roles through the Cloud IAM
 (https://cloud.google.com/iam/docs/granting-changing-revoking-access#revoke_access) page.

4. On the right side panel, under Permissions, click to expand the role from which you want to remove
users.

5. Under the expanded role list, next to the member you want to remove from the role, click remove. 

6. On the Remove member? dialog that appears, click Remove to con�rm removing the role from the
speci�ed member.

7. Repeat the above two steps for each role you want to remove.

Create folders for G Suite accounts

Create a folder under the Organization node for each G Suite account.

To create folders, you must have the Folder Admin or Folder Creator role at the parent level. For
example, to create folders at the Organization level, you must have one of these roles at the
Organization level.

As part of creating a folder, you must assign it a name. Folder names must meet the following
requirements:

The name may contain letters, digits, spaces, hyphens and underscores.

The folder's display name must start and end with a letter or digit.

The name must be 30 characters or less.

The name must be distinct from all other folders that share its parent.

To create a folder:

https://console.cloud.google.com/cloud-resource-manager
https://cloud.google.com/iam/docs/granting-changing-revoking-access#revoke_access
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Folders can be created in the UI using the "Manage Projects and Folders" section.

1. Go to the Manage resources page in the Cloud Console:

OPEN THE MANAGE RESOURCES PAGE (HTTPS://CONSOLE.CLOUD.GOOGLE.COM/CLOUD-RESOUR

2. Make sure that your organization name is selected in the organization drop-down list at the top of
the page.

3. Click Create folder.

4. In the Folder name box, enter your new folder's name.

5. Under Destination, click Browse, then select the organization node or folder under which you want
to create your new folder.

a. Click Create.

Grant folder administrator roles

For each of the folders created, grant one or more users the Folder Admin role. These users will
be delegated administrative control over the folder and the sub-organization it represents.

To con�gure access to folders, you must have the Folder IAM Administrator or Folder Admin
role at the parent level.

1. In the Google Cloud Console, open the Manage Resources page.

OPEN THE MANAGE RESOURCES PAGE (HTTPS://CONSOLE.CLOUD.GOOGLE.COM/CLOUD-RESOUR

2. Click the Organization drop-down list in the upper left and then select your organization.

3. Select the checkbox next to the project for which you want to change permissions.

4. On the right side Info panel, under Permissions, enter the email addresses of the members you
want to add.

5. In the Select a role drop-down list, select the role you want to grant to those members.

CONSOLE GCLOUD API

CONSOLE GCLOUD API

https://console.cloud.google.com/cloud-resource-manager
https://console.cloud.google.com/cloud-resource-manager
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6. Click Add. A noti�cation appears to con�rm the addition or update of the members' new role.

Each Folder Admin can then grant users from the associated domain the Project Creator role.

Example
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The diagram below illustrates an organization with a primary domain that is kept isolated from
an acquired secondary domain. Each of the two domains have their own G Suite accounts, with
hypothetical.com being the master Organization node.
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